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OVERVIEW

Exquisite luxury villa of 1,300 m² villa for sale in
Guadalmina Baja with sensational contemporary interiors
and beautiful exteriors with a swimming pool.

Immense luxury villa for sale in Guadalmina Baja, just 600 metres from the sea and 5
minutes from Marbella town, on an exclusive, private plot of some 3,000 m².

Built in 2016 this impeccable modern mansion offers complete tranquillity and the
very best in luxury design. The ground floor consists of free-flowing, open-plan living
and dining areas as well as a cutting-edge kitchen and several bedrooms with en-
suite bathrooms, dressing areas and private outdoor space.

The upper floor houses the remaining bedrooms and bathrooms, including the
sensational master suite with its large terrace, dressing room and study. From the
solarium on this level we can contemplate the beautiful natural surroundings and
the stunning landscaped exterior with its man-made lake with palm tree islands, the
large swimming pool and the many inviting corners for dining al fresco, relaxing and
sunbathing.

There are endless unique architectural features and design elements that come
together in this highly exclusive coastal residence in Guadalmina Baja and make it a
truly spectacular and unique property.

lucasfox.com/go/mrb7989

Garden, Swimming pool, Terrace, Spa, Gym,
Exterior, Interior, Transport nearby
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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